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THICKENING OF A SHOCK FRONT BY
THE GRAIN STRUCTURE OF A SOLID

by
R. C. Mjolsness

ABSTRACT
Three possible mechanisms, (1) microchanneling
of a shock front, (2) variations of sound speed
with direction in a grain, (3) refraction of shock
front direction on passing from grain to grain, all
seem able to cause an initially steady, 1-D shock
front to effectively thicken into a fluctuating,
irregular shock front described by a shock front
envelope. The shock front envelope diffuses in
width to the order of one to several grain diameters, when it presumably reaches a steady state
width. The treatment is confined to estimating
the initial rate of widening of the shock front
envelope by the simplest reasonable models, so
no properties of the conjectured final state
shock structure have been established.

I.

INTRODUCTION
The propagation of a shock wave through a homogeneous medium may be ideal-

ized as a one-dimensional,

steady state process

(in the shock frame) in which

the thickness of the shock front is determined by dissipative processes.
shock front thickness is usually very small.

The

For example, in a gas heat conduc-

tion and viscous forces cause the thickness to be of the general order of the
mean free path of the gas.
The question was raised by D. J. Sandstrom

1

whether, when a shock propa-

gates through a solid which, due to its grain structure, is
erogeneous in its spatial microstructure,

intrinsically

het-

there might be physical processes which

would tend to thicken and/or roughen a shock front beyond the values to be expected for propagation

in a truly homogeneous medium.

A definitive

theoretical

1

treatment of this topic, taking full account of the microstructure
is extremely difficult and is not attempted here.
possible mechanisms which could l-d

of a solid,

Instead, we consider three

to the shock front actually being an enve-

lope of spatially and temporally irregular local shock fronts, the half-width
of the envelope increasing with propagation distance through the solid.

Presum-

ably, the envelope half-width stabilizes at a thickness of the order of one to
.

several times the average grain size, since the medium looks homogeneous on
scales appreciably

larger than this.

However, no trace of such a saturation ef-

fect can be found in our models, which are confined to treating by the very simplest reasonable means the initial phase of the thickening of the envelope of
the local shock front, showing that there is a tendency to thicken and estimating the initial rate of such thickening.

We make heavy, but apparently reason-

able, use of assumptions of the statistical

independence of numerous, small im-

pulses to treat the effects of repeated, local interactions of the shock front
with the heterogeneous medium as a Markovian process of”random walk character.
We believe the treatment suffices to show that there ar$ physical mechanisms
which tend to thicken the envelope of shock front locations.
We consider three possible mechanisms

for thickening the shock front, i.e.,

for thickening the spatial envelope that contains the irregular locations of
the local shock front;
(1)

Microchanneling

(2)

Variations of sound speed with direction

(3)

Refraction of shock front direction on passing through a grain.

Microchanneling

of shock front in interstices between grains
inside a grain

would be a very effective process for.thick&ing

the shock front

envelope in materials for which a significant fraction, such as 1%, of the mass
exists outside of distinct grains or in materials with a wide distribution
grain sizes, in which the large grains tend to be separated by numerous
grains.

However, we understand

to lattice dimensions.

small

that normally grains tend to be contiguous down

In addition, we are uncertain whether there is commonly

a significantly different environment
large grains.

of

(of small grains) between neighboring

Thus we are dubious of the physical importance of this mechanism,

though we are able to estimate its effect (large) on the width of the shock front
envelope, .—
on the assumption —that —the mechanism

exists.

Variations of sound speed with direction of propagation

in a grain, if it

exists, would also provide a thickening of the shock front envelope as the shock
front propagates through a solid.
2

We do not know

whether such a variation of

.

sound has been observed, but we see no particular reason to doubt that it might
exist.

However, for seemingly reasonable postulated variations of sound speed,

it turns out that the shock must traverse tens of thousands of average grain
diameters before the shock front envelope would be as thick as an average grain
diameter.

Thus, for propagation paths of centimeters or tens of centimeters

through a solid, this mechanism would not be very effective, and we don’t believe that this mechanism

is likely to be the dominant one.

Finally, the refraction of the local angle of propagation of the shock
front upon passing through a grain is a physical effect that almost certainly
exists and the correlation of net angles of propagation after N “scattering”
events results in an extremely rapid build-up of shock front envelope thickness.
Our calculational

technique seriously overestimates

this thickening for events

in which the local front propagates at a large angle (> one radian) to the average angle of propagation

for an appreciable

suffice to indicate reasonable

fraction of the time, but it should

initial rates of thickening.

In addition, we do

not expect significant error to arise from this source because the shock front
envelope reaches its final thickness long before the angular errors are appreciable, as discussed

in Section. V.

certainly exists.

Thus it may well be the dominant mechanism, particularly

microchanneling

This mechanism

seems efficient and it almost
if

can not occur.

We note that HE driven shocks propagating

through a solid commonly have

shock pressures of several hundred kilobars and commonly eject “fluff” when the
shock emerges from the surface into gas or into vacuo.

It is not clear that the

mechanisms responsible for fluff ejection have been completely

identified, but

some of the fluff may be due to a spalling of particles from the surface.

It

seems likely that an irregular shock front of the type discussed here, whose
shock front envelope is of the order of a grain size, would have a significant
effect on the amount of material ejected by span,

since it could put pressure

differences of tens of kil.obars across an individual grain near or at the surface of the metal.

II.

STATISTICAL

DESCRIPTION OF SHOCK FRONT LOCATION

We consider each element of surface area of the shock front (of roughly an
average grain size) to propagate

independently,

fluence (produced by one of the three mechanisms

subject to a small random inbeing considered; we do not

treat the joint action of several of the mechanisms)

every time the shock front
3

traverses an average grain size in the solid.

We neglect the intrinsic width of

the shock front and, for maximal simplicity, consider grains to be all of the
average size a, but to have random orientations.

The random influence affects

directly either the distance the surface element has propagated

(in microchan-

neling and in sound speed variations) or the angle with respect to the average
direction of propagation at which the surface element is propagated locally (in
refraction) .

Of course, the variations

to variations

in the distance the surface front has propagated in the direction

of average propagation
these variations

in angle of propagation also give rise

(which we take here to be the x axis).

On the average,

in propagation distance in the x direction must be zero.

That

is, any surface element is, on the average, at the average position of the shock
front, which is assumed to be simply the position of a l-D, ste”ady shock front
propagating

in the x direction.

Thus the picture we form of the shock propagation process.ts that of a
wrinkled

irregular (over dimensions of a grain size) shock front, whose surface

elements are subject to repeated random influences on passing through grains but
which are, on the average, to be found at the position of an idealized l-D,
steady shock front.

Each surface element has a time dependent probability dis-

tribution of being a distance Ax(t) from the average position of the shock
front, and we characterize

this probability distribution very crudely by calcu-

lating the shock front envelope, which we take to be a pair of planes parallel
to the plane of the average,

1-D shock front and separated from this shock front

by the RMS distance, u(t) = < Ax2(t) >%.
We presume o(t) is the same for any surface element and calculate it by
presuming that Ax is built up in N discrete steps, separated by time interval
At, after each shock traversal of a grain size a.

That is, we calculate ON ~

O(tN) ~ O(NAt) from the usual statistical assumptions for Markovian processes
involving

AXN =

zi= ,

(1)

(5XL

in which &xi is the stochastic variable displacement
shock front position) suffered by the surface.

(relative to the

average

The statistical properties of

the shock refraction mechanism are somewhat different because the random devia4

I
tions in propagation direction d~i are the stochastic variables and dxi is nonlinear (to first approximatation,

quadratic) in doi.

With this framework, the evaluation of ON iS possible, and iS even simple.
This should not be allowed to obscure the fact that the underlying physical situation that is being approximated

is incredibly complex.

Thus the minimal

in-

gredients for an adequate theoretical treatment of this topic would seem to be
a local and instantaneous description of each surface element of the shock
front, an instantaneous

(presently unavailable)

evaluation of the local shock

front position on passing through a grain of given size, shape, orientation and
physical properties, a (mostly unavailable)

description of the statistical dis-

tribution of grain properties and an (unavailable) tabulation of relevant physical properties,

such as a possible dependence of sound speed on orientation

the grain, of the various grains.

of

We are far from attaining such an adequate

theory.
The present results are presented here primarily because they apparently
indicate clearly that any such random influence on the shock front will produce
a half-width UN for the shock front envelope that increases as the shock propagates through the solid and because it seems physically reasonable
will be such ‘random’ influences in propagation
Thus one might have some willingness

that there

through a heterogeneous medium.

to attach possible significance to the physi-

cal picture of the shock front envelope, that emerges so clearly from the present calculations,

even in the absence of an adequate theory supporting and de-

veloping the picture.

III. MICROCHANNELING
We assume that a given surface element has a probability g < 1 for being
in a channel between grains, or in a region of small grains between two large
grains in the i=

grain traversal of the shock front.

channel is assumed to be analogous

to the macroscopic

The effect of being in a
propagation of a shock

through a channel of variable dimensions and, possibly, composition.
lly

we assume that in the channel there are accelerations

the shock propagation
i=

grain dimension

placement

and decelerations

of

speed such that during the time the shock traverses the

it.suffers a displacement

average position of the shock front.
ability distribution

Specifica-

~xi = fi a with respect to the

The df.mensionless variable fi has a prob-

p(fi) which we characterize

by the d~ensionless

MS

dis-

F2 =

J

dfif:P(fi)

7

= f

(2)

.

Of course, we must have

J

dfifiP(fi)

o=

: ~

,

(3)

simply from the definition of the average position of the shock front.

When the

surface element is not in the channel, the displacement of the surface element
with respect to the average position of the shock front is taken to be zero;
i.e.,

6X=0
i

.

(4)

.

As stated earlier, we are far from convinced that this mechanism
physical process.

is an important

What we do here is give a very simple evaluation of the pro-

cess which appears to indicate that this mechanism,

if it exists, will be a very

efficient disperser of the shock front if one assumes apparently reasonable
values for g and F.
To formalize the calculation we introduce a second random variable
@

< qi~l)

for the i~

traversal of the shock front through a grain size in

order to describe the probability
ing the i~

traversal.

that the surface element is in a channel dur-

In the present approximation,

ties of each surface element are identical.

the statistical proper-

Thus , we will consider only one

such surface element and use it to evaluate

(5)

where

(6)

6X1=

fla

forOGq

= o

i

<q

forq<qi~l

,

(7)

*

and

(8)

and integrals over the jg

probability

distribution

do not affect 6X
i

j.

when i #

Thu S ,

‘:=~1

=$

{:qi~fip(fi)

.$l’xj(qj’fj)’xlc(’ksfk)

[dq.$fiP(fi):~(qi,fi)

=qa2

dfiP(fi)f:

,

$s
i=

and we have

an = (qF2N)%a

.

(lo)

We then find that the thickness of the shock front envelope is of the order
of the grain size,

7

>%a,
‘N .

(11)

qF2

(12)

when

N>%.

If, for example, it is reasonable
ON - %a

to take q- 10

-2

, F . 0.2 then we would find

after the shock front traverses roughly 1000 grain diameters.

This is

a very efficient dispersion (and thickening) of the shock front and, for media
-2
with a - 10
cm, would occur after roughly 10 cm of shock propagation.
Of
course, there may turn out to be no effective channeling mechanism

(g R O), in

which case no shock front envelope thickness is predicted from our results.

Iv.

VARIATION OF SOUND SPEED WITH DIRECTION
If the sound speed in an individual grain should vary with the direction

of sound propagation relative to the orientation of the grain, then this, too,
would be a mechanism

for thickening the shock front envelope.

To investigate

this mechanism crudely, we assume that the grains are axially symmetric, with a
principal axis which lies at a random angle O to the direction of propagation of
the shock front, and that the speed of sound propagating

C(o)

=

Cmin

+

Ac

COS20

,

in the direction () is

(13)

with

+Ac.
=C
c
max
m in

(14)

For a shock being driven by a pressure p, this implies that the shock speed in
the direction O is

8

v(())

=

v

=V

Vmin

+

Av

(15)

COS20

with

max

m in

(16)

+Av.

The angle ~ may be taken to be a random variable varying between O and n/2 with
probability

(17)

Thus the average speed of propagation of the shock front is

v

‘v

m in

+

Av

(18)

.

We treat the retardations

and accelerations

of a single surface element of

the shock front by assuming that after each time interval At = a/~ the surface
element has traversed another grain and has suffered another displacement
tive to the average position of the shock front.

rela-

Specifically, after the i=

time interval we take

6xi(Oi) = (v-~)At =

(H
~

a

v

COS20

i

- +

(19)

.
)

The probability weighting of the set of displacements

is

9

N

I-lJ-

< ...>=

P(Oi)dO

i=1

(20)

9

i ““”

so we evaluate the half-thickness

of the shock envelope: 0~ , from

N

nJ

2=
‘N

P(Oi)dO

i=l
.

i

6xj (Oj)6xk(ok)
j,$ =1

doiP(oi)6x:(oi)
SJ
==

=$

(:)2

a2N~”2

d~[os’,

-

COS2,

+*)

(21)

.

Thus we obtain

(22)

The shock front envelope thickens as N+ in this case also.
reasonable

10-2,

to estimate a 1% variation

But if it is
1
in sound speed, i.e., that AvIV - ~ x

then it would require N - 80,000 grain traversals of the shock front to

obtain

Eq.

(11),

specifying that the shock front envelope thickness is of the

order of the grain size.

Very often, there will not be that many grain widths

in the sample of material being shocked.

v.

SHOCK REFRACTION
A surface element probably refracts somewhat in propagation direction on

passing from grain to grain.

Any intrinsic variability of medium properties

from grain to grain would contribute
tion of medium properties,

to such an effect.

In addition, any varia-

such as sound speed, with orientation of direction of

propagation relative to the major axis of the grain would yield such an effect.
For example, we may obtain order of magnitude estimates of the expected size of

10

effects if we idealize the ‘shock passage from grain to grain as the oblique pas–
sage of a shock through two contiguous slabs of polytropic gases of different
densities and polytropic

indices, with the Gr&neisen coefficient

r = y-1.

Then

a 1% variation

in medium properties would yield on the average a refraction of
-3
radian.
propagation angle 60 . 10
The evaluation of the dispersion of the shock front envelope is very diffi-

cult in general due to Lhe partial correlation
successive collisions,

in propagation direction upon

the detailed nature of the statistical sums and the math-

ematical representation

of the resulting o~ being very strongly dependent on

the RMS scattering angle O, where

(23)

Only two cases seem at all tractable to a simple analysis:

a large refraction

angle model applicable when a > 1 (radian), and possibly of some validity when
a>lo, -1 and a small refraction angle model which may be valid for a < 10 -2
(but possibly only for much smaller angles).

We evaluate ON for the two models

below.
For both models we evaluate ON for a single surface element on the assumption that it passes successively

through N grains which have random orientation

with respect to the original direction of propagation

(x axis).

In the im

grain the direction of propagation makes an angle oi with respect to tie x axis.
The shock initially propagates with velocity v, but due to the random refractions in angle of the various surface elements

its average velocity of propaga-

tion in the x direction ~(i) is a weak function of i, and decreases slightly as
i increases.

Each passage of the grain shock through a grain takes roughly a

time At = a/v, during which the shock surface element is displaced

dXi

=

At(v

COS~

i

-

;i)

relative to the average position of the shock front.

(24)

We describe this displace-

ment via the approximation

11

,Xi=a[(>)-+oj
,
which implies that our estimates for 0

N

(25)

will greatly overestimate

the shock front envelope at very large N,

or

the spread of

whenever the average value of ~~ be-

However, this does not occur until long after the shock front

comes very large.

> a. Our theory gives the
Ninitial rate of spreading of ON because it contains no mechanism for slowing

envelope reaches its (conjectured) final thickness 0

the growth of ON as UN - a.

We assume that the surface element suffers a re-

fraction of propagation angle 60i in passing from the (i-l)x

to the i-

grain.

Thus , in general,

i

oi = oi_l

+ (wi

z

=

Each random variable

.=
J

60

.

(26)

j

60i is taken to be an independent normally distributed var-

iable with variance a, i.e.,

< 60

2

i

> =c12

(27)

,

and

CM

4
, > =

3a4

9

where

N
<...> =

11
j

12

=1

$

do. . ..
J

,

(29)

. I

for a passage through N grains.

The models differ in how the statistical

properties of (li are to be treated.

Model A:

Large Refraction Angles

For this case it is reasonable to treat (?i as dominated by the last random
impulse 60i

and take O

i

to be itself the normal random variable of variance a.

Since we must have

(30)

by definition, ~i is given by

(31)

The average velocity

is decreased by collisions but in this case the absence of

correlations between successive oi prevents v. from decreasing as i increases.
1.
The shock front envelope half width ON is given by

(32)

The statistical sum is evaluated through

i+j

.,..,

+( fjd)(fy)
j #i

=2Na4+
(2

~:)($1

= 2N a4 -iN2a4

‘O:)
(33)

.

Thus

. Q5a2
‘N

~

(34)

.

/z

For this case we probably need a < 1 for the small angle approximation of
Eq. (25) to be acceptable, but, of course, the smaller that a is the less credible is the treatment of the refraction processes specified by this model.

Be-

cause we think a is likely to be small we doubt that this model is directly ap–
plicable to shock refraction in a solid.

Rather its interest is as a suggestive

limiting case, which, because of the large values of a needed in this regime,
For example, if
suggests an efficient diffusion of the shock front envelope.
2
-1
a = 10
then after the shock traverses only N . 100 grain diameters the shock
front envelope is predicted to be the width of the grain size a. Even at the
-1
limit of applicability of the model a = 10
this diffusion would be complete
by N = 104 grain traversals.
Model B:

Small Refraction Angles

For this case we accept the strong correlations

from past refraction pro-

cess implied by Eq. (26) and treat each &)i as an independent random process,
as specified by Eqs. (27)-(29).

We show in Appendix A that this leads to the

extremely rapid build-up of ON with N specified for large N by

uN&—

1

N2a2a

(35)

.

.

26
The correlation among propagation angles also implies that the average shock
propagation velocity
14

decreases

weakly,

but progressively, with i, according to

‘i=[’-$ia’lv

(36)

9

which is another testable prediction of the model.
The very different N dependence of Eq. (35) comes from the quartic sums
over refraction angles implicit in evaluating a

through the highly correlated
N
expressions of Eqs. (25) and (26). The dispersion of individual random varia–
3/2
1/2
bles makes a contribution of order N
to 6N, rather than of order N
as in
the several previous models.

The calculation

is, however, dominated in this

case by interference terms in which there are two distinct pairs of scattering
angles.

These terms interfere constructively

and yield the contribution of or-

der N’.
For this case a is small, but the strong N dependence of ON still yields
-2
an efficient diffusion of the shock front envelope.
For example, if a = 10
the shock front envelope will be of the grain size a after a shock propagation
-3
Even if a = 10
of only N . 200 grain diameters.
this dispersion will occur
after only N . 2000 grain diameters.
We should point out that the dispersion limit ON - a occurs long before the
small angle requirement of the theory, measured,

<0

2
2
> =Na
< 1
N

becomes invalid.

for example, by

(37)

9

This is because the shock front envelope is of the order of

the grain size a when

(38)

For small a, Eq. (37) is well satisfied when Eq. (38) holds.
We presume that the correct treatment of correlations
events is largely set by the size of a.

between refraction

It seems reasonable

to presume that in

general

15

n (ct)a2a

UN((X)..N

(39)

9

,

with

n(1) = *

and

n(0) = 2

(40)

.

From the N values predicted from the limiting models A and B for diffusion of
the shock front envelope to a grain size thickness, it seems likely that in general this process will be efficient.- Numerical values in these models were obtained through the implicit assumption that in Eq. (37)

and

n(10-2) --2

(41)

.

The major variation of n(a) was thus presumed to occur between a = 10
-1

10

VI.

-2

and u =

.

POSSIBLE LIMITING WIDTH OF SHOCK FRONT ENVELOPE
We have stated that it is

probable that the shock front envelope achieves

a limiting half-width Om of the order of one to several grain lengths a, because

16

the medium is roughly homogeneous, on length scales larger than this.
treatment of the heterogeneous

Our

dynamics, applicable only to the initial spread-

ing phase of the shock front envelope, indicates a wrinkled, irregular, time dependent shock front bounded by the regular shock front envelope.
ture would suggest an irregular, time dependent
only

Such a pic-

shock front at all times, with

the limiting shock front envelope half-width am becoming static.

can not be sure that this is a correct inference from the model.
conceivable

But we

It is also

that the entire shock front approaches a steady, 1-D structure of

the order of oW in width, the structure being stable to the very small perturbations being continuously excited by the heterogeneity of the medium, the perturbations becoming increasingly small as O(t) + Om.

Thus,

only

in the initial,

spreading phase of the shock front envelope can we be sure that the shock front
is an irregular, time dependent structure.
The existence of a steady, 1-D limiting shock front width would have a
dramatic effect on the amount of span
metal surface.

produced when the shock emerges from the

There would then be a “worst” distance of propagation

the metal, before emergence from the surface, at which the span
be maximum.

Study of the variation of span

propagation might be an experimental

through

produced would

production versus distance of shock

technique for testing whether such a

steady, 1-D limiting shock front structure exists.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
While the theory given here is extremely crude, we believe that it does
make plausible the notion that definite physical mechanisms
front propagating

through a heterogeneous

will cause a shock

solid to not be a steady state, 1-D

structure but will instead force an irregular, variable structure whose shock,
front envelope thickens, at least initially, as the shock propagates through the
solid.

It seems reasonable

that such irregular structures would have a signif,i.-

cant influence on the amount of fluff ejected by span

mechanisms.

We doubt

that”the irregular structure would greatly influence the amount of fluff ejected
via microjetting,
.

since even the irregular structures would be reasonably

and flat over the dimensions
larities.

(typically . microns)

However, calculations

smooth

involved in surface irregu-

indicate that microjetted material

is ejected

at two to three times the speed of the surface while VISAR data apparently indicate that the bulk of the fluff is ejected at substantially

lower speeds.

This

.17

suggests that span

processes may dominate fluff ejection.

Thus it is important

to investigate processes, like the present ones, that enhance span.
In particular,
measurements

it would seem justifiable

of the thickness, and of the regularity of a shock front propagat-

ing through a heterogeneous
perimentally

to undertake careful experimental

solid.

The importance of tackling this question ex-

.

is further enhanced by the fact that a reliable and definitive

theoretical treatment of such problems in heterogeneous media would seem to be
extremely difficult.

Impressive theoretical treatments of simplified physics
2
in shock propagation through heterogeneous materials already exist, but treat-

ments which fully account for the complexity of the underlying heterogeneous
phenomena may not be available for some time.
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APPENDIX
EVALUATION OF STATISTICAL SUMS OF MODEL B
Here we evaluate UN and ~% for model B.

From Eqs. (25) and (26) we obtain

(A-1)

From Eq. (30) this yields

v -v
—

i

=_ lia2
2

v

(A-2)

or

1

l-Aia2v
2
[

v=
i

From the defining

.

(A-3)

Eq. (1) for &N

AXN=+[ N(N+l)a2

-2Aa

1

we obtain

,

(A-4)

where

N

A.

2&

j=l

and

=

cjk

N . (sok
J

(A-5)

.

N+l

max(j, k)

.

‘jk

.

We then evaluate ON from

21

-

4<A2>

‘N ‘z

N2(N+l)2cx4

[

a2

I

(A-7)

.

We must deal with quartic statistical sums in evaluating

2

=
8

cjj

=

N

4
< ‘j

‘+

Zq
~,m=

‘j j ‘mm

cx4

jh
N2

+4

‘j k

~
j,=l

a4

j >k

{$

42
=0!

[(N+1)2 - 2(N+l)j +j2]

J=

N
+

[ (N+1)2 - (N+l) (j+m) + jm]
$7.

+4

c[
Ill=

J=

Fortunately,

(h-8)

.

the sums are all elementary and yield for the three terms

< A2 > =~

4 ~N(N+l)(2N+l)
{

20

(N+l)2 - 2(N+l)j +j2] (j-1)
1

+~N2(N+l)2

+3

122

N (N -1)

.
I

(A-9)

The first term arises from the dispersion of the random variables
is the dispersionless

contribution cance.1.ledby C A >2 in Eq. (A-7),Jwhile the

third term arises from constructive
angles are equal.

60., the second

interference

terms in which two pairs of

We then obtain

2
= &N(N+I)(N2
‘N

+N

+l)~4a2

9

(A-1O)

which yields the results of the text.

21
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